Post-transplant Shoot Growth of Trees From Five Different Production Methods is Affected by Site and Species
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Abstract. After transplanting, many trees enter a period of reduced growth that may limit their environmental and aesthetic benefits for several years. A number of nursery production methods have been developed in attempt to reduce root disturbance, which is often associated with the reduced growth. The main objective of this study was to investigate how five nursery production methods affect root systems and post-transplant shoot growth. Other objectives were the study of the effect of root structure (i.e., fibrous verses coarse) on trees’ response to different production methods and the effect of the conditions at the transplanting site. Sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.) and red oak (Quercus rubra L.) with a stem circumference of 16–18 cm were produced as bare-rooted-, balled-and-burlapped-, root-pruned-, air-potted-, or fabric-container-grown trees, transplanted at two sites and studied for five seasons. Visual analysis showed that the production methods had clear effect on the root balls at transplanting. However, the differences were not clearly related to shoot growth. All transplanted red oaks, regardless of production method, showed significantly reduced shoot growth compared to pre-transplant growth. Balled and burlapped, root-pruned, and fabric-container-grown sweet cherry trees exhibited restored pre-transplant shoot growth three years after transplanting at the more favorable site. The results suggest that the fibrous-rooted sweet cherry was more responsive to production methods designed to reduce transplanting stress than the coarse-rooted red oak, and that site affected the time required for normal shoot growth to be regained. The results do not indicate that different sites require differently produced trees.
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The presence of trees in urban areas has been reported to have several ecological, environmental, social, and human health- and wellbeing-related benefits (Beckett et al. 2000; Akbari 2002; Tyrvainen et al. 2007; Baris et al. 2009; Saebo et al. 2012). But for an urban tree to fulfill these values as an aesthetic and environmental resource, it needs to start putting on significant growth after transplanting (Day and Harris 2007). Benefits such as shading, particulate filtration, and CO₂ sequestration increase as a tree’s canopy grows (Fowler et al. 1989). However, trees often exhibit several years of low shoot growth after transplanting, something that has been attributed to disturbance of the root systems (Watson 1985; Harris et al. 2008; Struve 2009). For trees in traditional nursery production systems, such as field-grown bare-rooted (BR) or balled and burlapped (B&B) trees, much of the fine roots are lost during harvesting (Watson and Sydnor 1987). In attempts to reduce root disturbance and thus shorten the period of reduced growth, the tree nursery industry has developed several production methods with the aim of producing landscape-sized trees with large amounts of fine roots that are not lost during harvest (Appleton 1995). Different types of above-ground systems, such as air-pot systems (AP) or fabric-container (FC) in-ground systems, are examples of modern production systems where the trees are delivered with all the roots from the last years’ nursery cultivation left in the root balls. Practices in the nurseries of the more recently developed production systems may somewhat differ between countries. In Sweden, for example, it is common practice to install field-grown trees in these systems one or two years prior to transplanting. The purpose of this is to increase the amount fine roots just before transplanting and another intention is to let the trees experience their initial transplanting stress in the more controlled environment, provided by the nurseries. Therefore, these production methods are referred to as “pre-establishing systems” by the Swedish Nursery Association (GRO). Several advantages have been associated with the new production methods, such as higher flexibility in transplanting period and easier handling due to lighter growth media (Ferrini et al. 2000). Another more recent production method is in-ground root pruning, where the trees are root pruned (RP) for fine-root stimulation one year before harvest and left in the field. For the nursery industry, the introduction of new production methods involves high investment costs, but they have been shown to lead to higher production per unit land area and to be less labor-intense than the traditional in-field production (Adrian et al. 1998). The price to the consumer is, however, higher than that for a traditionally produced tree. It is therefore important to study whether modern production methods provide the expected benefits in terms of improved post-transplant shoot growth.

Shoot growth is dependent on several, often interacting, factors, such as environment, species, and ontogeny (Niklas 2004; Niinemets 2010). Water availability has been suggested to be the primary shoot growth limiting resource for young trees (Liu et al. 2012), and studies on different irrigation regimes and fertilization effects on tree growth after transplanting have supported this (Gilman 2004; Day and Harris 2007). The harvesting
of field-grown trees in nurseries and the ensuing transplanting inevitably affect the root systems, disrupt the root:shoot balance, and impair the absorptive capacity of the tree. This means that not only water availability at the transplanting site, but also the tree’s ability to take up water is a crucial factor for shoot growth after transplant (i.e., there must be a sufficient amount of vital roots for sustained water uptake and root regeneration). Field-grown trees have been shown to lose 32% of their total dry root weight at harvest, while the loss of fine-root length is as high as 88% (Gilman and Beeson 1996a). Regeneration of fine roots after transplanting is therefore crucial for the tree’s ability to take up water and thus retain vigorous growth. Container-grown seedlings of red oak (*Quercus rubra*) have shown higher new root initiation on lateral roots than bare-rooted red oaks in a forestry study (Johnson et al. 1984) indicating that production systems may modify the root regeneration capacity.

Studies of the effect of production method on shoot growth have shown differing results. In a comparison between field-grown B&B and BR *Celtis occidentalis* (L.), *Ostrya virginiana* (Mill.), and *Quercus bicolor* (Wild.), only B&B *Q. bicolor* showed higher shoot growth than BR cultivated trees two years after planting (Buckstrup and Bassuk 2000). When field-grown B&B were compared with plastic-container- and FC-grown plants, the production method was found to have no influence on growth rates 18 months after transplanting for either of the species *Quercus laurifolia* (Michx.) and *Hex × attenuata* `East Palatka` (Gilman and Beeson 1996b). No differences were found between production methods in a study of post-transplant growth of *Acer rubrum* (L.) produced in seven different container types (Marshall and Gilman 1998).

The extent to which a tree is influenced by production method after transplanting has also been found to depend on the water availability (Gilman and Beeson 1996b). Under limited irrigation conditions, RP *Quercus virginiana* (Mill.) trees showed better survival and post-transplant growth than trees cultivated in various containers, while under well-irrigated conditions no differences were seen (Gilman 2001).

Previous studies have led scientists to formulate the hypothesis that the response of trees to production method is dependent on species and the conditions at the transplanting site (Struve 1993; Gilman 2001; Ferrini and Baietto 2006; Ferrini and Nicese 2006). It has also been hypothesized that root structure affects the response of the tree to the production method (Schuch et al. 2000). In general, trees with a coarse root system are considered more difficult to transplant than species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009). A previous study on two species with fibrous root systems because of their lower root regeneration potential (Struve 2009).

In this study, two tree species common in urban areas in northern Europe were compared: the fibrous-rooted sweet cherry (*Prunus avium*) and the coarse-rooted red oak. The objectives of the study were: 1) to determine the effect of production method on shoot growth in sweet cherry trees and red oak trees during one year in the nurseries and for four consecutive years after transplanting, 2) to compare how sweet cherry and red oak produced in different production methods responded to transplanting at an urban site and a controlled landscape site, 3) to study the influence of different production methods on root growth in the nursery for the two species with different root structures and to analyze if such differences might correspond to post-transplant shoot growth, 4) to evaluate the effect of the production method on the accumulated shoot growth for the two species during the period of the experiment, and 5) to study the time required for sweet cherry and red oak trees produced in different production systems to restore nursery shoot growth rates.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plant Material and Experimental Conditions**

Sixty specimens of each species were included in the study. The trees of both species had a stem circumference of 14–17 cm, 1 meter above the root collar when the study started. Sweet cherry is a fibrous-rooted species with a determinate shoot growth pattern under natural Swedish growth conditions. All sweet cherry trees had the same provenance and had reached adult phase before the experiment started. Red oak is a coarse-rooted species with a semi-determinate shoot growth habit (Hanson et al. 1986; Struve 2009). Red oaks can have one or more shoot flushes per season, depending on how favorable the conditions are. None of the red oak trees had reached adult phase or set any fruit before transplanting. During the study, a few oak trees sporadically produced acorns. Most of the trees, however, stayed in the juvenile phase throughout the study. There was no detectable connection between fruit setting and production method, and it had no detectable effect on shoot growth. No red oak trees were therefore excluded due to fruit setting.

The study was carried out over five growing seasons, from 2007 to 2011. The trees were selected at two Swedish nurseries before the growing season of 2007. All plants within each species were produced at the same nursery (location of sweet cherry nursery: 56° 13’ 40” N 12° 40’ 19” E, location of red oak nursery: 58° 39’ 21” N 16° 0’ 58” E). All trees had been field grown until the selection in 2007. The selection was based on stem circumference and visual appearance, aiming at as high uniformity in visual appearance as possible. The size of stem circumference was determined based on the goal to deliver trees of the size of 16–18 cm the following spring. Within each species, the trees were then randomly categorized into five groups of twelve, each group submitted to a different production method: BR, B&B, RP, AP, and FC, and were cultivated for one more season in the nurseries.

The AP and the FC trees were moved to one of two other nurseries (depending on treatment) before the growth period of 2007. Each nursery specialized in the relevant production system. All four nurseries in the study are located in southern Sweden and have similar climatic prerequisites. All trees were then treated according to Swedish standard procedures for each production method (LRF 2012). BR and B&B trees were left undisturbed in the fields. RP trees were root pruned before the growth season started and left in-ground, together with the BR and B&B trees. The AP trees were transported as B&B trees and were installed in air-pots (Superroots®, The Caledonian Tree Company, Edinburgh, UK) filled with a peat-sand mixture and placed on a polypropylene ground cloth. The FC trees were transported to the new nursery as BR trees. They were root-pruned and installed in a peat-filled fabric container (Smart Pot®, High Caliper, Oklahoma, U.S.) and placed in-field. All trees were drip-irrigated and AP trees also had crown-irrigation installed. The trees were
given different amounts of fertilizers, depending on standard procedures for the production method. BR, B&B, and RP trees were equally treated with one fertilization of NPK (11-5-18), distributed as 60 kg/10000 m², in the spring of 2007. The AP trees were fertilized one month after installation in the production system with approximately 1 NPK (21-3-10) for each tree. At installation of the FC trees, 220 g Osmocote® Pro (16-11-10), released over 8–9 months was included in each bag. Before the growing season started in the spring of 2008, 10 trees from each group were transplanted at the sites. The remaining two trees in each group were delivered to the experimental fields in Alnarp, Sweden, but not transplanted, and later used for root analysis.

Four trees from each group were planted in an urban environment in the city of Malmö, Sweden (55°36′21″N, 13°0′9″E), and the other six in the experimental fields at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Alnarp (55°39′30″N, 13°05′0″E). The trees were organized in a completely randomized block design for each site. The two sites are approximately 10 km away from each other. Both sites have a mean annual rainfall of approximately 600 mm and the difference in monthly mean temperature is 0.1°C, with Malmö being the slightly warmer site. The trees planted in the city of Malmö were replanting old Ulmus trees, and were planted along two similar, parallel streets in a high-rise area, one species per street. The trees were planted in the positions that the Ulmus trees had previously grown until two years prior to replacement. Each pit was placed in a 3 m wide grass-covered area, irregularly interrupted by transverse pedestrian paths or minor roads to parking areas. The sidewalks of each street adjoined the planting areas on one side, and the driving lanes on the other. The streets ran from north to south, and were partially shaded by buildings. An area around each tree, one meter in diameter, was kept grass-free by a layer of gravel. The trees were managed by the municipality and irrigated approximately every second week during the first two growing seasons. The planting site in Alnarp was an open field and all trees were sun-exposed during the whole day. The trees were placed at a distance of 4.5 m in rows and 4.5 m apart. The soil was covered with a single layer of polypropylene ground cloth (Mypex®) to inhibit weed growth. A drip-irrigation system was installed, and the plant water availability was regularly controlled using a HH2 moisture meter (Delta T Devices, Cambridge, UK) to avoid drought stress during the first two seasons. The irrigation frequency and amount was continuously modified so that the trees would have a sufficient water supply at all times. The trees were not fertilized at either of the two sites and no pruning was carried out.

BR and B&B trees were not subjected to any kind of treatment during the nursery year (2007), and their shoot growth, during that year, can therefore be considered normal for the species (Struwe et al. 2000; Liet al. 2010). Their nursery shoot growth was thus used as a reference for comparisons of the post-transplant shoot growth for all treatments during the consecutive years.

The root systems of the two randomly chosen trees in each group that were not transplanted were washed clean from soil and peat. Visual evaluations of root system density, amount of fine roots, and root depth and dispersal were recorded and the roots photographed. All roots less than 2 cm in diameter were then collected from the root ball and their root length was analyzed using a winRHIZO scanner (Régent Instruments, Canada). The roots were separated into fractions of 0–0.1 mm, 0.1–0.2 mm, 0.2–0.4 mm, 0.4–0.6 mm, 0.6–0.8 mm, 0.8–1.0 mm, 1–2 mm, 2–3 mm, 3–4 mm, 4–5 mm, 5–10 mm, and 10–20 mm.

Data Analysis

The trees were randomly distributed within each block. The blocks were species-specific and contained all production methods, resulting in a total of five trees per block. Annual shoot growth data were analyzed separately for the two species in a block design in SAS, using a model with block(site), site, production method, and the interaction site*production in the model. Accumulated shoot growth was calculated by summing the mean annual shoot growth for each tree and were then analyzed statistically with a General Linear Model, with production method and blocks as factors. To make a test to see if the trees had reached back to the shoot growth level of the undisturbed trees in the nurseries, a block design in PROC MIXED in SAS was used with repeated measurement for the trees where the unstructured covariance matrix was used because it turned out that this one had the smallest AIC. The contrast comparing the production method and year versus the mean of the undisturbed trees showed if the trees had recovered. The analyses were conducted using Minitab 15 Statistical Software (2007) for Windows (Minitab, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania, U.S.) and SAS (2008) (SAS version 9.2., SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, U.S.) with a 5% significance level.

RESULTS

Tree survival was close to complete for all production methods and species during the study. One sweet cherry FC tree died in the nursery and one of the BR red oaks transplanted in Malmö died during the first winter after transplanting. One RP sweet cherry tree was excluded from the analysis because it was suspected that the roots had not been pruned. All B&B trees and AP trees survived throughout the experiment.

Comparison of the Two Sites

As can be seen in Figure 1, site had a clear effect on shoot growth for both species during the two last years of the study (2010, 2011), with significantly lower shoot growth in Malmö than at Alnarp (sweet cherry $P = 0.0004$ and 0.0005; and red oak $P = 0.0026$, and 0.0013 respectively). Sweet cherry shoot growth, however, was higher at the Malmö site 2009 ($P = 0.0049$), but for red oak, the shoot growth was higher at Alnarp also that year ($P = 0.01$). No differences between the sites were seen during the first post-
transplant year, for either of the species. There was no interaction between production methods and sites during any of the post-transplant years for either of the species, showing that the site did not affect the production methods annual shoot growth capacity.

Figure 1. Annual shoot growth (mean ± SE) of sweet cherry and red oak during the nursery year of 2007 and during the four consecutive post-transplant years, produced as: ● – BR (bare-rooted), ▲ – B&B (balled and burlapped), ■ – RP (root pruned), □ – AP (air-potted), ■ – FC (fabric container) trees. The data points of BR and B&B in 2007 show the shoot growth from undisturbed trees in the fields, while the other data points in 2007 represent trees subjected to root pruning or transplanting treatments. Each data point in Malmö is the mean of four trees’ shoot growth and each data point in Alnarp is the mean of six trees’ shoot growth. The mean value of each tree was calculated from 16 shoots.

Annual Sweet Cherry Shoot Growth

During the pre-transplant nursery year, 2007, the undisturbed B&B and BR sweet cherry trees showed significantly higher shoot growth than the RP and FC trees (P < 0.0001). The AP trees showed shoot growth similar to that of the undisturbed sweet cherry trees, despite being lifted and installed in a new production system (Table 1).

As Table 1 also shows, there were significant differences between the production methods during the two first post-transplant years. However, the sweet cherry trees produced with all methods had very low shoot growth compared to the shoot growth of 2007’s undisturbed sweet cherry trees and no production method had regained nursery shoot growth rates during these years (Figure 1).

After the shoot growth season of 2010, both sites showed higher shoot growth rates compared to the post-transplant shoot growth from the previous years. FC trees had significantly higher shoot growth than AP and BR, with both sites included in the analysis (P = 0.001). None of the Malmö planted sweet cherry trees had returned to nursery shoot growth rates, while all Alnarp sweet cherry trees except the BR and AP trees had restored pre-transplant shoot growth (Figure 1).

In 2011, the FC trees still had higher shoot growth than the BR, but were no longer separated from the AP trees. In Malmö, shoot growth with all production methods was still significantly lower than that of the undisturbed trees growth in 2007. The sweet cherry trees at Alnarp 2011 again showed significantly lower shoot growth than the undisturbed 2007’s trees (Figure 1). Shoot growth was, however, higher than in 2008 and 2009 for all production methods at both sites (Figure 1).

Annual Red Oak Shoot Growth

The undisturbed B&B and BR red oaks showed significantly higher shoot growth than trees produced with all the other methods in the nurseries in 2007 (P < 0.0001). RP red oaks showed significantly lower shoot growth than B&B and BR trees, but exhibited significantly better growth than AP and FC trees (Table 1).

The shoot growth for the red oaks grown with all methods was very low after shoot growth cessation in 2008 compared to the shoot growth of the undisturbed field-grown red oaks in 2007 (Figure 1). Significant differences were however seen between the production methods (P < 0.0001) with B&B trees showing higher shoot growth than BR, FC, and RP trees.

During the last three years, shoot growth was only a small fraction of that of the undisturbed red oaks in 2007 (Figure 1). There were however annual differences between the production methods in both 2009 and 2010, with AP trees showing a higher shoot growth than RP trees in each. The red oaks at Alnarp showed slightly greater shoot growth in 2011 than 2010, but growth was still far lower than that of the undisturbed field-grown trees in 2007 (Figure 1).

Accumulated Shoot Growth of Both Species

In order to estimate the impact of the production method on the size of the crown four years after transplanting and on the total shoot growth during the period of the study, the accumulated shoot growth was calculated with and without the nursery year (Table 2). The shoot growth of sweet cherry trees in Malmö varied with the production method when the nursery year was included in the analysis (P = 0.029). AP and B&B sweet cherry trees showed significantly higher shoot growth than RP trees (P = 0.025). This difference was not significant when the data from the nursery growth rates of 2007 were excluded, showing that post-transplant growth rates did not differ between the production methods. This shows that the shoot growth in the nursery still had a significant impact on the accumulated shoot growth determined four years after the transplanting of these species at the urban planting site.

For the red oaks, differences in accumulated shoot growth were seen among the trees produced with the different methods at both sites when all years were included in the analysis. Red oaks that were not disturbed until transplanting (B&B and BR) still showed significantly higher accumulated growth four years after transplanting than the red oaks that had been produced using other methods in 2007 (P < 0.0001 at both sites).

Excluding the year in the nursery also showed differences in accumulated shoot growth between the production methods (Table 2). RP red oaks showed the lowest accumulated growth at both sites. However, the method producing red oaks...
with the higher accumulated post-transplant shoot growth differed between the two sites. AP trees showed the highest accumulated shoot growth at Alnarp and B&B trees in Malmö.

Root Systems

The production methods appeared to have considerable effects on the visual appearance of the root systems (Figure 2). All roots investigated had relatively shallow root systems with roots in all directions. The root systems within each species appeared to have the same amount of first-and second-order lateral roots. For FC grown trees, these roots were more shortened due to the root pruning that took place before the trees were installed in the fabric containers. Both species grown with the AP and FC methods responded vigorously, producing root systems that gave an impression of a high density of small-diameter roots. The FC root systems appeared very compact, and the small-diameter roots were evenly spread throughout the fabric container. The majority of the small-diameter roots of the AP root systems were found in the outer part of the root ball, where the peat had been located. The root systems of B&B and BR trees had small amounts of small-diameter roots. B&B root systems were more compact than BR root systems. The two species reacted differently to root pruning, which seemed to stimulate the growth of small-diameter roots in sweet cherry trees, whereas the effect was much less in red oak. The root system of RP red oak trees was not visually different from that of the B&B trees, but a difference was seen between sweet cherry trees produced with these two methods. RP sweet cherry trees appeared to have the densest root system of all the sweet cherry trees, with small-diameter roots throughout the root ball.

WinRHIZO scanning (Figure 3) showed that sweet cherry trees had almost twice the number of small-diameter roots of red oak. The scannings also showed that there were great variations in total fine-root length between the production

### Table 1. Mean annual shoot growth of the five production methods for sweet cherry trees and red oak trees, including both Malmö and Alnarp sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>41.5a</td>
<td>3.6c</td>
<td>9.6a</td>
<td>16.6c</td>
<td>18.9b</td>
<td>50.0a</td>
<td>8.3bc</td>
<td>6.6ab</td>
<td>5.96ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;B</td>
<td>42.6a</td>
<td>6.1bc</td>
<td>6.2ab</td>
<td>23.1abc</td>
<td>19.6ab</td>
<td>54.8a</td>
<td>15.0a</td>
<td>5.9ab</td>
<td>4.9ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>42.3a</td>
<td>13.6a</td>
<td>5.0ab</td>
<td>20.4bc</td>
<td>19.3ab</td>
<td>34.3b</td>
<td>4.2c</td>
<td>3.7b</td>
<td>8.7a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>10.8b</td>
<td>9.6ab</td>
<td>4.1b</td>
<td>35.1a</td>
<td>27.5a</td>
<td>15.8c</td>
<td>8.2bc</td>
<td>4.5b</td>
<td>10.4a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-values</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BR – bare-rooted, B&B – balled and burlapped, AP – air-potted, FC – fabric container. Means within a column followed by a different letter are significantly different from each other at 0.05 level using Tukey’s test.

### Table 2. Mean accumulated shoot growth of sweet cherry and red oak, including and excluding the nursery year (2008), in Malmö and Alnarp sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>72.9 ± 13.1ab</td>
<td>101.8 ± 9.3</td>
<td>33.9 ± 12.7</td>
<td>62.4 ± 10.1a</td>
<td>70.0 ± 10.3a</td>
<td>89.5 ± 12.2ab</td>
<td>22.7 ± 2.8ab</td>
<td>36.3 ± 14.6ab</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;B</td>
<td>81.5 ± 16.9a</td>
<td>113.7 ± 24.8</td>
<td>39.0 ± 16.7</td>
<td>71.0 ± 24.6a</td>
<td>86.0 ± 8.6a</td>
<td>97.1 ± 11.9a</td>
<td>28.7 ± 3.5a</td>
<td>44.8 ± 11.7ab</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td>50.3 ± 23.9b</td>
<td>106.6 ± 10.4</td>
<td>42.9 ± 22.1</td>
<td>89.5 ± 7.3a</td>
<td>47.8 ± 5.9b</td>
<td>59.3 ± 12.8c</td>
<td>12.4 ± 2.6b</td>
<td>26.3 ± 11.9b</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>84.8 ± 14.2a</td>
<td>116.3 ± 23.3</td>
<td>41.8 ± 11</td>
<td>75.0 ± 21.5a</td>
<td>44.8 ± 12.5b</td>
<td>68.4 ± 19.5b</td>
<td>25.1 ± 8.9ab</td>
<td>50.3 ± 13.9a</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>71.7 ± 14.1ab</td>
<td>102.6 ± 23.6</td>
<td>59.8 ± 18.6</td>
<td>92.9 ± 24a</td>
<td>33.3 ± 6.9b</td>
<td>52.5 ± 11.8c</td>
<td>20.8 ± 7.7ab</td>
<td>33.5 ± 6.6ab</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-values</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.8767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BR – bare-rooted, B&B – balled and burlapped, RP – root-pruned, AP – air-potted, FC – fabric container. Means within a column followed by a different letter are significantly different from each other at 0.05 level using Tukey’s test.

Transplant stress has been defined as a temporary condition of distress during which the plant experiences impaired functions caused by the handling of the plant, from the lifting in the nursery to the planting into new, and often less favorable, growing conditions (Rietveld 1989). The definition also includes a period of recovery and adaption to the new environment. It is also stated that some degree of stress is inevitable, even under ideal planting conditions. The results from this study are well in line with the definition, since post-transplant shoot growth of all trees in this study was negatively affected by transplanting, irrespective of the production method, site, or species. The impaired functions manifested as very low shoot growth during the first two post-transplant years for trees of both species at both sites, compared to the pre-transplant growth of the undisturbed trees. Rietveld (1989) also states that the outcome of the stress depends on the interactions between the plant performance potential and the site conditions. In this study, the severity, in terms of reduced
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Shoot growth, and the duration of the transplant stress differed between the production methods, the species, and the two sites. This has also been reported in several previous studies (Buck-strup and Bassuk 2000; Jacobs et al. 2009; Koeser et al. 2009).

The AP and FC production methods applied in this study included exposing the trees to transplanting stress already in the nurseries, when the trees were lifted from the fields and installed in the new production systems, in the so-called pre-establishing systems. Most of the trees that were exposed to any kind of root disturbance in the nurseries reacted with reduced shoot growth during that year. The sweet cherry AP trees were the exception, however, showing shoot growth as high as the undisturbed sweet cherry trees despite the inevitable disruption of the root systems when the trees were installed. The unexpectedly high shoot growth indicates that the growing conditions in the AP system were so favorable for the sweet cherry trees that transplanting stress was not detectable on shoot growth. The results from the post-transplant growth in this study did not give the indications that the trees treated in the “pre-establishing systems” had the clear advantages after transplant that is expected by the industry. The response to these production systems might have been different, however, if the trees had been cultivated for one more year in these pre-establishing systems before transplanting. Clearly, it could be of interest in future studies to evaluate potential differences in transplanting stress between one and two years of pre-establishing cultivation.

Comparison of the influence of production method on annual shoot growth for each species at Malmö and Alnarp showed that the reactions to the production methods were the same at the two sites, despite the different growth conditions. The results indicate that the site may not be of fundamental importance to the response of a species to a given production method. The results suggest that the growing conditions were more favorable at Alnarp, since the trees of both species showed a higher shoot growth at that site, after the initial transplant shock. Regardless of the conditions at the site, the same production methods led to higher shoot growth at both planting sites within each species. However, the time required for the trees to regain pre-transplant growth rate differed between the sites. The red oak trees had still not regained their pre-transplant growth rate at either of the sites four years after transplanting, while the growth rate of the B&B, RP, and FC sweet cherry trees had been restored at Alnarp after three years. These results indicate that both plant material and growing conditions

Figure 2. Examples of clear-cleaned root systems of sweet cherry trees and red oak trees produced as: BR (bare-rooted), B&B (balled and burlapped), RP (root pruned), AP (air-potted), FC (fabric container) trees, after lifting from the nurseries, at the time of transplanting.

Figure 3. Mean cumulative root growth for: ● – BR (bare-rooted), ▲ – B&B (balled and burlapped), ○ – RP (root-pruned), + – AP (air-potted), SFC (fabric container) trees, based on measurements from two sweet cherry root systems (top) root systems and two red oak root systems (bottom).
influenced the duration of the transplanting stress, as has been stated in the definition of transplanting stress (Rietveld 1989). The reduced growth rates for sweet cherry trees, observed for most of the production methods at Alnarp in 2011, compared to 2010, may be the result of increased complexity of the crown associated with the vigorous lateral shoot growth in 2010 (Borchert 1976).

Previous studies have shown that water availability is the main limiting resource in vegetative growth, and that nutrient supply is less important during the establishment phase (Day and Harris 2007; Liu et al. 2012). The frequent irrigation at Alnarp could be one explanation of the more rapid recovery of shoot growth in sweet cherry trees at that site, but comparison of the two sites showed that the shoot growth was not higher at Alnarp during the first two post-transplant years, when the trees were irrigated. This indicates that the ability of the root system to take up water was limited during the first year, regardless of the water availability and the method used for cultivation. Even though the more frequent irrigation at Alnarp had no initial positive effect on shoot growth, it might have had a positive effect on root regeneration. Studies have shown that even minor soil moisture stress reduces root regeneration (Larson and Whitmore 1970), thereby prolonging the time for a transplanted tree to restore a balance between root and crown, roots to explore the new soil and to obtain the necessary contact with the growth medium. Soil moisture stress might have slowed the process of recovery from transplanting stress for the Malmö-situated trees to a greater extent than for the Alnarp-planted trees.

Shoot growth patterns differed between the species, with seemingly better acclimation of the fibrous-rooted sweet cherry. These results support a previous hypothesis on species-specific responses to nursery production methods (Struve 1993; Schuch et al. 2000; Ferrini and Baietto 2006). Differences in time for recovery of pre-transplant growth rates between the species might also be a result of the species root:shoot ratio. Red oak is generally considered to be a species with a high root:shoot ratio, which could prolong the time required for the species to return to the pre-transplant root:shoot ratio to a greater extent than for a species with a lower ratio, and higher root regeneration potential, as sweet cherry.

The trees in this study were planted before budbreak in spring, and one of the advantages of modern production methods is the greater flexibility in transplanting period (Ferrini et al. 2000). The results of this study might have been different for red oak if the trees had been planted at another time of year, when planting of field-grown red oak trees is normally not recommended. Earlier studies on the effect of transplanting time for establishment, however, have not shown any clear results regarding which time of year is most beneficial for transplanting in general (Solifeld and Hansen 2004; Richardson-Calfee et al. 2007).

It has been argued that for a tree to exhibit significant above-ground growth there must be a balance between the root and the crown (Borchert 1973; Brouwer 1983). The functional balance hypothesis describes the continuous modification of roots and shoots to obtain a ratio that is favorable in a certain development phase under a great variety of environmental conditions (Brouwer 1983). Although the observed differences between the root systems were large, the differences in shoot growth between the different production systems were not as pronounced. There was no clear relation between the amount of fine roots at delivery from the nurseries and post-transplant shoot growth in the trees in the current study. The AP and RP sweet cherry trees that were examined had the highest amount of small-diameter roots, but the possible advantage of this was only detectable in AP trees during the first post-transplant year. RP sweet cherry trees instead showed poor initial shoot growth. If the higher shoot growth shown by RP trees at both sites later in the experiment (three and four years after transplanting) was related to the high amount of fine roots at transplant, this positive effect was not evident in the AP trees, which initially had the same amount of fine roots. One explanation for this may be that the different production methods create roots of different quality, or with different regeneration capacity. A previous study on red oak has shown that container-grown seedlings produced more first-order lateral roots than bare-rooted red oak seedlings, suggesting that the root architecture developed in the container is more favorable for root regeneration (Wilson et al. 2007). No data on root regeneration after transplanting was collected in this study, but the differences in shoot growth between RP and AP sweet cherry trees in 2010 might be an indication that root pruning had a more positive effect on root regeneration, ensuring long-term survival.

Considerable visual differences were noted in the root systems of the trees in this study, and some of these different appearances may have been more favorable for root regeneration. The lack of a relationship between total fine-root length and shoot growth might also be due to the different medium surrounding the roots. It has previously been shown that there is a risk that container-grown trees will have very dry soil after transplanting, since the porous medium often used has a lower water-holding capacity than the surrounding soil (Nelms and Spomer 1983; Hanson et al. 2004). The water may be drawn out of the root ball, leading to a water deficit, despite irrigation and vigorous root systems (Harris 2007). Similar observations were made during this study. The root balls of the AP trees at Alnarp dried out faster than the other root balls with the nursery’s natural soil (data not shown), something that was probably due to structural differences between the peat-filled root ball and the surrounding soil in the experimental field. This could explain why AP sweet cherry trees did not benefit more from extenderootball and higher amount of fine roots.

Sweet cherry and red oak reacted very differently to root pruning in the nursery: the WinRhizo-analysis and the visual observations showed that pruning seemed to stimulate root growth in sweet cherry but not in red oak.

No differences were noted between the production methods in the accumulated shoot growth of the sweet cherry trees at Alnarp when all the years were included, since the initially high-performing production methods were the lower-performing ones during the second half of the experiment. Shoot growth was thus evened out over the years, resulting in trees of equal size four years after transplanting, for all production methods. Assuming that growth continues at the current rate, the trees will remain equal in size. The production method would, in such a case, have little long-term effect on the size of the tree. The effect of the production methods in a longer perspective was not studied here and production method may affect long-term mechanical stability due to potential differences in root system regeneration and development. Such differences could affect survival and growth, and are complicating forecasts on future canopy sizes. To make long-term studies on production methods influence on shoot growth and canopy size would therefore be highly relevant. The accumulated shoot growth-results for the sweet cherry trees planted in Malmö differed from the Alnarp-results. The post-transplant
differences between the production methods were smaller, and the growth was thus not evened out. The size advantage of the high-performing trees from the nurseries was still detectable four years later. Red oak showed similar results in Malmö, with the B&B red oaks showing the highest accumulated shoot growth. Red oak did not seem to show a positive response to root pruning in the nursery at either of the sites. Excluding the nursery year, AP red oaks showed the highest accumulated shoot growth at Alnarp. If this trend were to continue, the AP red oaks at Alnarp could become larger than red oaks cultivated with other methods, although the annual differences were not statistically significant.

It cannot be excluded that the different nutritional standard practices in the nurseries and the different substrates in the root-balls for several of the production systems, also had some effect on post-transplant shoot growth on the trees in this study. A previous study has shown that shoot growth was strongly determined by the availability of a tree’s internal N stores and that current N supply was less important (Dyckmans and Flessa 2001). This could mean that shoot growth during the first year after transplanting was effected by the amount of nitrogen provided in the nursery. There were however significant differences between the trees from the field-grown production systems of both species (BR, B&B, and RP) the first year after transplanting, even though they had the same nutritional prerequisites from the nurseries and the coarse roots that provide storage for N were equal in amount between these production methods, indicating that other factors had higher influence on shoot growth than nitrogen supply from the nursery.

This study provided no clear answer as to which production method is best for ensuring a significant shoot growth after transplant. Annual shoot growth measurements showed that there were differences in several of the years for both species, but shoot growth was significantly reduced after transplanting of trees cultivated with all the methods investigated, also the “pre-establishing” systems. To study what effect a longer period of cultivation in these systems could have on post-transplant shoot growth would therefore be interesting. B&B, RP and FC sweet cherry trees planted at Alnarp did, however, exhibit nursery shoot growth rates during the third season after transplanting, indicating an advantage of these production methods for sweet cherry. However, the accumulated shoot growth revealed that FC and RP trees would probably not be bigger than trees cultivated with other methods four years after transplanting, due to low shoot growth in the nursery with these two methods of production. The study raised interest in further investigations on production methods’ long-term effect on shoot growth. Red oak did not exhibit nursery shoot growth rates for any of the production methods at either of the sites, showing that more time is required for studying shoot-growth recovery for red oak under these conditions. In this study, the conditions at the sites affected the time taken for the trees to regain their normal growth rates, but had no influence on which production method was more favorable for a particular site. There was also no clear correspondence between root system appearance at transplanting and post-transplant growth, indicating that more factors than amount of fine roots are of importance for a successful post-transplant shoot growth.
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